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          With the development of real estate industry, new properties has been built on 
many kinds of land. But the land resource is limited absolutely, especially in  China,  
which is full of too many people and lack of useful farm land. The old outer-
developing business model of real estate industry must be changed, the new business 
model will be the inner-developing one, how to make use of the built or half-built 
properties is the focus. 
The concept of “transformable property”  refers to the property which could be 
used more valuable and new value finding.  The characters of “transformable 
property” is that: the real estate has been built or has been started to build, but new 
function will be more useful for it. The key of its value promotion is that according to 
the market situation  how to smoothly redesign the function of property.  Because the 
property has been presented, its location is determined, so is the building, this is the 
highest limitation,  if building property is swimming in the sea, then transforming 
property is swimming in the swimming pool. What we can do is to perfect the 
swimming situation and try our best to swim. Of course, from the opinion of 
investment, single property is determined,  but we can make the best choice among 
many  properties. 
This article try to single out the kind of “transformable property”, present the 
situation of the property, discuss the key investment elements from investment aspect 
and professional aspect based on the real examples. At last use one real example to 
demonstrate how to analyze the investment value of  “Transformable  Property”. 
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